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Learning PHP and MySQLO'Reilly, 2006
The PHP scripting language and MySQL open-source database are quite
 effective independently, but together they make a simply unbeatable
 team. When working hand-in-hand, they serve as the standard for the
 rapid development of dynamic, database-driven websites. This
 combination is so popular, in fact, that it's attracting...
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Type 2 Diabetes, Pre-Diabetes, and the Metabolic Syndrome: The Primary Care Guide to Diagnosis and Management (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2005

	Well-known and highly respected diabetes authority Ronald A. Codario, MD, details for busy primary care practitioners the state of the art in diagnosing and managing diabetes, as well as in reducing patient risk factors. Using an evidence-based approach, Dr. Codario explains, in simple clinical terms that avoid the complexity of much larger...
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Mathematics for IIT-JEE: Differential Calculus, Algebra, Trigonometry (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	This book contains theory and a large collection of about 7500 questions. In each chapter, theory is divided into Sections and questions are divided into Question Categories. For each Section there are one or more corresponding Question Category/ Categories in order to make this book more readable and more useful for the readers and students....
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Learning iOS Game Programming: A Hands-On Guide to Building Your First iPhone GameAddison Wesley, 2010

	Get Started Fast with iOS Game Programming


	 


	Since the launch of the App Store, games have been the hottest category of apps for the iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. That means your best chance of tapping into the iPhone/iPad “Gold Rush”...
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Understanding Cosmetic Laser Surgery (Understanding Health and Sickness Series)University Press of Mississippi, 2004


	Sunlight and gravity cause facial aging. Lasers enable safe and predictable resurfacing to smooth facial wrinkles as well as surgery to remove aging tissue from eyelids while minimizing bruising. Lasers can also eliminate excess blood vessels and unwanted hair, and erase tattoos without...
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Blueprint for Project Recovery-A Project Management Guide: The Complete Process for Getting Derailed ProjectsAMACOM, 2003

	If you are part of a large business or are associated with the federal, state, or local government as an employee or as a contractor, this book has special meaning for you. It uses many federal policies, plans, processes, and standards as references. It uses these references for two reasons: first, they are thorough,...
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Implementing Cisco IOS Network Security (IINS): (CCNA Security exam 640-553) (Authorized Self-Study Guide)Cisco Press, 2009

	Authorized Self-Study Guide


	Implementing Cisco IOS Network Security (IINS)


	 


	Foundation learning for CCNA Security IINS 640-553 exam


	 

...
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Computational Intelligence for Modelling and Prediction (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
Understanding the decision-making processes of living systems, and the efforts to mimic them, are identified with research in Artificial Intelligence (AI). However, the recent popularity of neural networks, fuzzy systems and evolutionary computation, which are widely considered as areas related in AI, has created a need for a new definition to...
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Voice over IP SecurityCisco Press, 2008
Voice over IP Security

 

Security best practices derived from deep analysis of the latest VoIP network threats

 

Patrick Park

 

VoIP...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-536): Microsoft  .NET Framework 2.0 Application Development Foundation (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
Announcing an all-new MCTS Training Kit designed to help maximize your performance on Exam 70-536, a core exam for the new Microsoft Technology Specialist and Professional Developer certifications. This kit packs the tools and features that exam candidates want most—including in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content;...
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Handbook of Swarm Intelligence: Concepts, Principles and Applications (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2011


	Swarm Intelligence is a collection of nature-inspired algorithms under the big umbrella

	of evolutionary computation. They are population based algorithms. A population

	of individuals (potential candidate solutions) cooperating among themselves and

	statistically becoming better and better over generations and eventually finding (a)...
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Disjunctivism: Contemporary Readings (MIT Readers in Contemporary Philosophy)MIT Press, 2009
Winning entry, Professional Cover/Jacket Category, in the 2009 New England Book Show sponsored by Bookbuilders of Boston.
  
  A central debate in contemporary philosophy of perception concerns the disjunctive theory of perceptual experience. Until the 1960s, philosophers of perception generally assumed that a veridical...
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